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Introducing Gold, Silver, Bronze Judging !

Show

Themes

Vendor set up 7am to 9am



A) Juniors
B) Dioramas/Vignettes
C) Nautical Subjects
D) Civilian Vehicles all types (Not Aircraft)
E) Aircraft (Civilian and Military all types)
F) Military Subjects (No Aircraft/Figures)
G) Figures and Busts (All types)
H) Sci-Fi/Fantasy

CATEGORIES
I)Real Space
J) Collections (5 or more related items)
K) Any Other Subject (All Scales)
L) Black and White (and shades of Grey) -NO COLOR!
M)The Longest Day- Invasion of Normandy

PAMSCON 2024 OFFICIAL RULES
1) All modeling work to have been completed by entrant, including juniors.No toys/pre-finished or R/C kits permitted.
Models may be of any material (i.e. plastic, resin, wood, or metal).
2) Juniors limited to participants who are 15 years or younger the day of contest.
Juniors are not restricted to Junior categories - they may enter any category.
3) Bases are allowed and encouraged in all categories, but will not be judged outside of the diorama category.
4) Collections are defined as 5 or more closely related subjects. Head judge reserves the right to evaluate / declare what
defines a collection.
5) Any model that constitutes a figure will be judged in the figure category. This includes dinosaurs, robots, Terminator,
etc.
6) Upon registration, the entrant will indicate his/her choice for category of each model. The head judge reserves the
right to evaluate and if necessary move the entry to theappropriate category. If a move is necessary, the entrant will be
notified.
7) All judges will be experienced competition judges or will be paired with an experienced judge. Entries will be judged
with fairness and integrity. No judge will be permitted to judge in any category in which they are entered. All judging will
be done on a gold/siler/bronze basis. Every model entered will be judged. Each model will be evaluated against a set of
predetermined criteria and will be awarded based on how it scores against said criteria. No award will be awarded if it
fails to meet minimum criteria.
8) Theme Awards will be judged as their own category ( i.e. models will NOT be judged in their normal category if being
entered as a theme entry. Theme categories will be judged Gold, Silver, Bronze as other categories but 1st place will
receive a special award as in the past.

Special Awards
1) President’s Award
2) Best of Show
3) Best Nautical
4) Best Military
5) Best Civilian Vehicle
6) Best Aircraft
7) Best Diorama/Vignette

8) Best Real Space
9) Will Hudson Memorial Award for Best Sci-Fi/Fantasy
10) Bob Miller Award - awarded for exceptional scenery
11) Black and White -Theme Award
12) The Longest Day - Theme Award

Final decision on all ALL PAMSCON awards resides solely
with our event judging staff


